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The Chairman’s Introduction
There are some positive outcomes to report on during the last few
months. Black Isle Cares has started to deliver its two main services;
namely Care at Home and Meals on Wheels. The logistical hurdles to
reach the take off point cannot be underestimated and all involved are to
be congratulated. Our Annual Conference was well received and thought
is being given to holding an event in the autumn for groups involved with
older people to help fill the void left by Age Scotland.
NHS Highland’s Loneliness Campaign which recognises the adverse
effect of loneliness and isolation on health and wellbeing is welcomed
and details appear in this Newsletter. Loneliness and Social Isolation are
easily missed; can occur in the centre of a busy community as well as in
a remote area. The perfect accommodation for a person with restricted
mobility or mental illness if in the wrong place can leave them a prisoner
in their own home.
News Flash
We also include a contribution from Poppy
Scotland whose ideals and purpose are to
provide life changing support to our Armed
Forces Community. This Community is made
up of current and former Servicemen and
women from the Royal Navy, British Army and
Royal Airforce, both regular and reserve, and
members of the Merchant Navy who have
served in a commercial vessel in support of
UK military operations and their families. In
Scotland the Armed Forces Community is
made up of around 530,000 people.
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2017 AGM Conference
Wed 26 April 2017
Lochardil House Hotel,
Inverness

The AGM Fundraiser
achieved £407.05. This
was made up of:
Raffle

£227.05

Plants

£ 35.00

Donations

£145.00
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INVERNESS MEN’S SHED
LAUNCH NEW PROJECT TO
HELP OLDER PEOPLE

and socialise with likeminded
people, improve and maintain your
health and wellbeing or simply have
a cuppa. If your aim is to make
If you are aged over 50 you may
new friends, develop or maintain
well be finding more time on your
skills, then we can provide you with
hands for leisure and developing
the information you need through
new friendships. You may well
our new comprehensive
have asked yourself—What can I
KeepActive.net directory. Inactivity,
do? Where can I do it? Where
not ageing, is the enemy of us all,
do I look? Do you wish you could
so we wish to increase awareness
easily find out what opportunities
of the full range of leisure activities
are available locally? Do you
available near to where you live.
wonder how or where to start
looking for a new interest or activity We hope this will provide you with
to do? For people in Inverness and new socialising and friendship
opportunities, a healthier lifestyle
the surrounding area there is a
and most importantly, great fun!
wonderful new online directory of
A number of organisations and
activities where older people are
individuals have ‘tried out’ the site
welcomed.
and the following are some of the
www.KeepActive.net
comments received.
is an excellent new resource,
created and managed by Inverness
Prof. Steve Leslie, Raigmore CardiMen’s Shed. You can find out
about leisure activities for the over ac Unit – ‘What an excellent
resource’
50s including clubs, keep fit,
hobbies, sports, lunch and
Community worker: ‘ Fantastic
friendship clubs and lots of other
organised social activities. You may idea – We have needed this for
want to develop an existing interest so long now’
or learn something new. Being
Inverness GP: ‘Brilliant – need to
active means different things to
disseminate as widely as
everyone. It may be that you are
new to the area or that your friends possible’
have moved away. Check out
KeepActive.net - It’s your ideal
chance to try something new, find
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Poppyscotland provides life-changing support to our Armed Forces
community. It reaches out to those who have served, those still
serving, and their families. At times of crisis and need, it offers
them vital practical advice, assistance and funding.
Advice and information:

Reducing worry and stress can significantly improve health and
wellbeing. That’s why Poppyscotland delivers and funds services that
will point you in the right direction, whatever the issue. If you have
concerns, want to find out what you are entitled to, or just don't know
where to start, look no further. Poppyscotland’s Inverness welfare
centre, located on Strothers Lane in the heart of Inverness, provides
support to members of the Armed Forces community living in the North
of Scotland. The friendly staff team will be happy to steer you in the right
direction whether it’s for pension advice, financial solutions, housing help
or more. The welfare centre has specialist advisers who will help identify
and prioritise your needs before highlighting what practical assistance is
most appropriate. They will then guide you through the quickest and
easiest way of putting your plan into action.
Tailored support and funding
Everyone’s needs are different and can change over time. That’s why
Poppyscotland’s support changes with them. Simple solutions can make
a difference but for a variety of reasons these can be out of reach for
many. Poppyscotland offers essential practical support through a Grants
scheme. Grants are wide-ranging and can be adapted to suit your specific needs, from home repairs and household goods to clothing.
Limiting isolation: Maintaining independence and social
relationships can be very important, and you needn’t let poor mobility
hold you back. Poppyscotland can arrange for an occupational therapist
to carry out an assessment of your mobility needs and assist in funding
necessary aids and home adaptations. Isolation can be a major issue in
any walk of life but can prove a particular problem for older veterans.
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Getting away from it all can help, which is why Poppyscotland funds
breaks to Parkdean and Haven holiday parks around the UK. For those
interested in socialising with other members of the Armed Forces
community, Poppyscotland makes use of The Royal British Legion’s
break facilities in England and Northern Ireland.
Staying active: Keeping your mind and body active is crucial to a
fulfilling life and volunteering can be of great benefit. Volunteering for
Poppyscotland not only means helping those in need but also offers
social opportunities and can take as little as a couple of hours a year. If
you’re interested in collecting during the Scottish Poppy Appeal, hosting
a Tea and Toast or representing Poppyscotland at an event, there’s an
opportunity to suit you.
Could Poppyscotland help you or someone you care for? Call
01463 710300, email inverness@poppyscotland.org.uk or pop into
the Inverness Welfare Centre, Strothers Lane, Inverness IV1 1LR
http://www.poppyscotland.org.uk/

Home to Paws
Pet sitting, dog walking, feeding,
foster and advice and support
For all family pets
We can support
Tel: 07493069260
We can look after family pets
when life throws you an
unfortunate curve
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Report : “Convention on the
Rights of Residents in Care
Homes for Adults and Older
People” by Scottish Care available
on the HSCN website at

http://s3.spanglefish.com/s/29071/
documents/convention-of-rightsfor-care-homes-nov-2015.pdf
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DYING TO KNOW 4
Craigmonie Centre,
Drumnadrochit October 8th
2016 10.30-3.30
An event aimed at everyone of
all ages - to dispel unhelpful
myths and fears and offer
practical information about
arrangements that can be
made for death and dying.
Organised jointly by NHS
Highland Community
Development officer Kate
MacLean, in association with
Highlife Highland manager Fran

Funding available from the

Davidson It will includes
participation of local businesses
and organisations covering the
practical, legal, emotional and
medical aspects of
preparations.
Information stands, a
programme of talks throughout
the day, and activities to
stimulate curiosity and start
conversations. Refreshments
will be available.
Contact kate.maclean@nhs.net
for press, publicity or to book a
space
the opportunity to influence and
get involved in community-led
activity

Big Lottery Fund— Grants for
Community Lead Activity
£10,000-£150,000
 People in the community are
better connected and work
https://
www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/global together to improve their
well-being.
-content/programmes/scotland/
grants-for-community-ledWe also want to fund work that
activity
is people-led, connected,
and strengths-based. We call
these our 'three approaches'.
This funding aims to support
communities to improve to the
To get an application form and to
places they live and the
discuss what you're planning.
wellbeing of those most in need.
Contact our Scotland Advice Team
on
We will fund organisations to
deliver work that achieves the
Tel: 0300 123 7110 or
following outcomes:
Email: advicescotland@biglotteryfund.org.uk
 Everyone in the community has
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A Single Tear
Each day you see me sitting
here,
As you hurriedly pass me by,
You don’t see me shed a single
tear,
If you did I’d tell you why.

terrible war,
In order for you to be free.
The tear is for my first born,
A child such a special gift,
Who I held in my arms that fine
spring morn,
A child I’ve now outlived.

The tear is for when my father
died,
Leaving no one to bring home
the bread,
So I left school while my mother
cried,
And worked hard to keep my
family fed.

The tear is for my beautiful
wife,
Lost long before she died,
She forgot who I was, the love
of my life,
Though I know she still loved
me inside.

The tear is for my fallen buddies,
All lost on the beach that day,
We fought so you could wear
your hoodies,
And always have your say.

I’ve so much to say, I’ve lived
many a year,
Just ask me… and I’ll tell you
why.

The tear is for when nobody
The tear is for when I gave my calls,
My company just the tv,
heart,
For my lovely home sold to
To the prettiest girl in town,
We vowed that we would never fund these four walls,
Where nobody really sees me.
part,
As she shone in her white wed- So if I shed a single tear,
ding gown.
As you hurriedly pass me by,

(copyright Cate Hayes Sept
2015)

The tear is for the horrors I saw,
And wish I could unsee,
For the innocents killed in that
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2016 LONELINESS CAMPAIGN
REACH OUT – Make a difference for someone who’s lonely
Members of the public, companies and various organisations are invited
to complete a ‘pledge’ form in which they will undertake to carry out a
task of their choosing to address loneliness. These tasks can include
anything from making a point of chatting to an elderly neighbour twice a
week or keeping his/her path clear of snow and ice to facilitating the
formation of a befrienders’ group in a particular community or
undertaking as a team to organising a social event or social
opportunities for lonely people. The pledge form will be published on
line – on NHS Highland’s website, and on social media platforms such
as Twitter and a dedicated Facebook page – and will be made available
to a wide range of
organisations in print form.
A particular focus of the campaign will be on NHS Highland staff, and
they will be invited to sign up to the pledge either on a personal basis or
in a professional capacity. Entire teams and services will be invited to
consider ways in which they could contribute to lessening the problem of
loneliness. The campaign will address the issue among all age groups.
The Highland Community Planning Partnership has agreed to use the
NHS Highland loneliness campaign for its ‘breakthrough achievement for
community planning’, with the aim that a member organisations commit
themselves to attaining designated pledge targets, such as that a certain
percentage of organisations sign up to the pledge, or a certain
percentage of employees do so.

http://www.reachout.scot.nhs.uk/
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Loneliness and health:
some facts


















Loneliness increases the risk of
dying earlier by 10 per cent.
More people die from loneliness than
do from being overweight or from not
exercising. It is as bad for you as
smoking 15 cigarettes (http://
journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/
article?id=10.1371/
journal.pmed.1000316)
Older people can be particularly at risk
of feeling lonely due to changes in
their circumstances, such as the death
of a spouse, children moving to live in
another part of the country or a
deterioration in health.
According to an analysis of 148
studies in 2010 people with better
social relationships had between 50
and 91 per cent chance of increased
survival if they had good social
relationships: ie, those with fewer and
poorer quality relationships and social
networks died sooner.
Loneliness makes it harder for
people to regulate behaviours such as
drinking, smoking and over-eating.
Loneliness produces changes in the
body that can increase the risk of
heart disease.
Lonely people are more prone to
depression.
Loneliness has been linked to
cognitive decline and dementia in
older people.
The risk of Alzheimer’s disease
almost doubles in older people who
are lonely.
Age UK suggests that one million people over 65 feel lonely, or one in eight
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of that population. Ten per cent of older people always feel lonely, and this
percentage rises significantly for very
old people. Thirty per cent of
older people would like to get out
more (http://www.ageuk.org.uk/latestpress/over-1-million-older-people-inuk-feel-lonely)
Older men are more socially isolated
than older women, and have
significantly less contact with their
children, family and friends than older
women. A generation of older men are
facing a future of increased isolation.
The number of men aged 65-plus is
projected to rise by 65 per cent
between now and 2030 (Independent
Age and the International Longevity
Centre-UK).
The results of a survey in Mid Ross
showed that only 24 per cent of those
attending existing groups were men.
In Dingwall and Northern Black Isle,
only 13 per cent were male.
By 2035, a quarter of Scotland’s population will be aged 65 or over – a rise
of 17 per cent from 2010.

Do your little bit of good where
you are, it’s those little bits of
good put together that
overwhelm the world
Desmond Tutu
Our lives begin to end the day
we become silent about the
things that really matter.
Martin Luther
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News from Kelly and Anne, the HSCN Co-ordinators
If winter was all about the District Partnerships and strategic
involvement, we have very much enjoyed spring, coming out to meet
with older people’s groups across Highland and hearing about your
experiences of involvement. Within these meetings we met with and
spoke to over 200 older people, from all the District Partnership Areas.
We distributed HSCN newsletters and leaflets Older People’s Groups
and gained a good idea of many of the issues Easter Ross Tenants Group
Glints of Gold, Inverness
concerning older people in each area. We
have written a detailed report of the issues and Conon District Lunch Club
Caol Lunch Club, Fort William
thoughts on involvement that we heard from all Fort Augustus Seniors
the groups - please contact us for a copy.
Resolis Friendship Group, Black Isle
Stath Sunshine Club, Rothiemurchus
People described
Serve Our Seniors, Ullapool LGOWIT
improvements in services, particularly:
Long term conditions group Older
Health: “Excellent health care in the Belford
person interested in setting up
Sutherland Involvement Group
including the ambulance service and health
visitors – I kept calling it a hotel rather than a
hospital.” “Hearing Centre at the Telford Centre”, “Improved privacy
when making GP appointments”
Access: “more ramps on pavements and accessible toilets.”
Education: “Local technology lessons for older people”
They also described problems accessing services:
Housing: “Being moved house due to no money for
adaptations - left lonely and isolated away from friends and family.”, “no
suitable housing in areas you wish to live”.
Transport: “Lack of patient transport”, “Hospital transport
organised through Raigmore who don’t seem to know how far we are
from the hospital”
Health Services: “Lack of: Escorts for people with dementia travelling to
respite” Specialist
services in rural communities” Support for older people with mental
health problems”
Care at Home: “confusion and little support with Self-Directed Support”,
“Having to go to bed at 6pm because that’s the only time carers can
come to help”; “No home carers in small rural
communities”; “Lack of continuity”
Scottish Charity Incorporated Organisation SC034260
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The HSCN Annual Conference was another fantastic way of meeting
with older people. Nearly 100 people attended and participated in a
session looking at experiences of involvement:

Well involved

Not involved

What are barriers

What would help?

People had as many examples of where they were well involved,
as of where they would like to be involved but were not able.
They had lots of suggestions for how HSCN can support increased involvement, which we will be working on over the
summer: Share information about services and opportunities for
involvement with older people: Carry on with, and improve, the
HSCN newsletter and website : Promote HSCN across
Highland : Support local involvement, link older people into
District Partnerships : Work pro-actively with organisations
supporting older People Campaigning – Be the voice of older
people in Highland Look for longer term funding for sustainable
involvement As always, please don’t hesitate to get in touch with
either of us:
Kelly Sutherland 07933653585 or kelly-hscn@outlook.com
Anne McDonald 07933 653313 or anne-hscn@outlook.com
The Stay Safe organisation is delighted to announce that funding has
been secured to employ a coordinator who will organise talks for older
people's groups across the Highlands from September onwards. There
are currently three talks which have recently been updated; - Stay Safe
on you Doorstep: Stay Safe from Scams: Stay Safe: Stay Steady.
We hope to add further talks covering fire safety and staying safe from
harm. If you would like to discuss one of our volunteers coming to
deliver a talk to your organisation please get in touch for a chat.
Tel:- 07553 353 825
Scottish Charity Incorporated Organisation SC034260
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Black Isle Cares (BIC) update
BIC with the support of a start
up grant from Caring and
Sharing Highland have officially
begun their two priority
projects: Care at home, in
collaboration with Highland
Home Carers, and Meals on
Wheels.

restaurants and cafes to over
20 people. This was a pilot
week allowing the project to
iron out any glitches and make
any necessary changes to the
way it operates before going
fully live on 16th May. Demand
for the service continues to
increase and there will be a
requirement to find more
Carers have been, and
volunteers. This project also
continue to be recruited on the has its own paid part time
Black Isle. There is a
Administrator. All volunteers
substantial need for home care will be required to go through a
in the area and it is likely that short on line training course on
this project will continue to
basic food handling hygiene
grow and expand. A care
and the relevant checking
coordinator has also been
processes. If you are
appointed.
interested in becoming a
volunteer with BIC Meals on
Meals on Wheels ran almost
Wheels phone me on
daily during the week
07717433682 to discuss.
beginning 2nd May, delivering
Brian Devlin
food, and the craic, from local
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2016 Conference Evaluation
The evaluation of the 2016
HSCN Conference proved we
had another successful day,
highlighting ‘Involvement’ from
and by older people from local
to Government level. Ninety
delegates attended, some from
as far afield as North
Sutherland and Caithness and
half provided valuable
feedback from the day. David
Alston, Chair of NHS Highland
gave the keynote address
followed by speakers who
introduced various aspects of
involvement on a managerial
level. A lively inclusive,
interesting, interactive,
informative session followed
where delegates were able to
voice how HSCN can help increase involvement both locally
and nationally. The afternoon
session provided an
opportunity to hear how
involvement is being advanced
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through the NHS, feedback
being obtained from service
users and the exciting
developments in the Black Isle,
all offering ideas which could
be taken back by the delegates
for dissemination and action in
their local area. The chance to
network was much appreciated
and the day gave the
opportunity to show the work of
HSCN.
Negative statements
re-acoustics from the 2015
Conference had been
addressed this year and
generally this was better
though there are still some
issues. Feedback of the 2016
Conference evaluation will be
available to delegates and
speakers on our website
www.hscn.co.uk from
mid-June. HSCN would like to
take this opportunity to thank
all delegates for their
involvement and feedback.
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People living longer presents challenges for public health,
care and finances
Better public health means that people are living longer.
According to HelpAge International, by 2030, people over 60 will
outnumber those under 15. Where once people with infectious
diseases dominated, there is now a need for public health
strategies to focus on non-communicable or chronic diseases
(NCDs) - including cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular disease,
hypertension, dementia and neurological conditions such as
Parkinson's disease. In the UK, Office for National Statistics
(ONS) figures in 1914 suggested that millions of people in
England are set to die nine years earlier than they should and
have their lives affected by ill health prematurely because they
are poor. Pension reform, influenced by the ageing population,
has meant that the age at which many people can claim their
state pension has risen. Many people now need to work for
longer, have health problems, or care for someone who does:
frequently it means that staying in or finding a job is impossible.
Older people are often also struggling financially because of
recession and austerity. Turn2us user groups have services to
help you find the support you need. You can check your benefit
entitlement using the Turn2us Benefits Calculator or find out
whether you are eligible for charitable grant using our Turn2us
Grants Search.
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Highland Senior Citizens
Network

Box 301
24 Station Square
Inverness
IV1 1LD

Tel 07716 884 989

“Nothing about us,
without us”

Email:

Mike Wallace 1944 - 2016 An Appreciation
Mike enjoyed life. As depicted by the photograph he faced
a number of uphill challenges throughout his life
but always with a zest for life, learning and sharing of
experiences and ideas. Living in the Highlands for over 42
years with his family he loved the outdoor life, walking,
climbing, and exploring the countryside. At home still
involved in the outdoors he spent many a happy hour
creating his wild garden at the rear of the house. Working
with Highland Council’s Community Education
Department, initially as a Youth Worker at Cameron’s
Youth Club, he helped develop the integration of
Community work and Youth as the Council moved into the
wider role of Community. His mantra was always
education, learning, development of ideas, people. One
Community project was to help spearhead the initial
development of HSCN now in force for more than 20
years and going from strength to strength with ever
challenging roles in its current form. A full circle was
completed when after retirement he joined the HSCN as a
Trustee. Always interested in group dynamics, he
enjoyed the role of integrating Youth and Older people in
the interest of education and learning.

hscn@hotmail.co.uk
Website:
www.hscn.co.uk

Strive not to be a success,
but rather to be of value Albert Einstein

Connect, inform and campaign
Join us today!
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